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I rate the condition of the lots from P (poor) Fr (fair) G (good) G+ (very good) to F (fine)
1
Double-sided
shifting spanner by
Crescent. Very minor
rust, no pitting. 8”
long. G+ $ 30-60

1

8

5 Very collectable
Junior Shell tin for
cleaning/lighter
fluid.
Very good
graphics on all
sides. This model
never had a handle.
3” x 1 ¾” x 3 ¾”. G+
30-70

9

8 Eagle Trademark 6” T-bevel
made by Hearnshaw Bros. This is
a scarce pat applied model,
marked EAGLE on one side and
embossed
with
the
eagle
trademark on the other. Some
pitting spots. G $ 15-30

10

12

12 Stanley 18 six inch T
bevel plus Stanley 58 six
inch dividers with pencil,
both in fine condition. F $
20-40

2 Butcher’s steel marked Nichols Bros. Steel is
14” long, overall with handle 19.5” G $ 15-30

4 Super clean Greenlee
8” drawknife in the
English style with a
straight back. Minor chip
on one handle. G+ 30-60

4

5

2

13

3

6

3 Stanley 36 ½ L one foot box- wood rule
with calliper. Minor nick above the 1 inch
mark. G $ 15-30

6 Brass powder flask made in Italy. 9
½” long. No attempt was made to
artificially age this flask – even though
it’s not new. It’s a replica in the style of
19th century flasks. The seller shipped
it in the mail full of gun powder. I hate
to think what the penalty would have
been! G $ 20-40

9 These small 8” eggbeater drills were
sold by several companies. There are
no markings on this one. I believe it is a
Millers Falls No 4 – and one of the best
I’ve sold in years. Has most of the
original black finish intact and the
rosewood crank handle is just great. G+
$ 35-70

10 Stanley 92 butt and rabbet gauge.
Stanley’s top line butt gauge with a
rosewood fence, brass stem and brass
extension. Brass shoe but no scribe.
Points are perfect, extension works fine.
Minor nicks & scratches in wood. No
maker’s marks. Cleaned. G $ 25 -50

13 Stanley 93 butt gauge
with all three points in
perfect condition. Lacks
the little stop at the end
but works just fine as is. G
$ 15-30

14

14
Two Stanley 41 pocket
levels. One with pressed brass
plate patent June 23, 96; the
other with the heavy cast iron
top plate marked Stanley. Both
with screws. G $ 20-40

7

7 Collectable miniature 3
¼” glue pot, complete with
inner pot and ornate lid.
Some rust inside. G $ 3060

11

11 Very collectable tape
measure Three Feet in One
Foot. Pressed metal, I
believe it was originally
nickel plated. In good
working order. G $ 20-40

15

15
Stanley eight inch
rosewood square and
matching bevel. Blade on
square has a few minor
rust spots and scratches,
bevel is perfect. G+/F $
10-20

2

.......

16

16 Stanley 98 side rebate plane
in as found condition. Reversible
front skate seems to be stuck in
the present position, needs TLC
to free up the screw. No
markings on cutter. G $ 30-50

17

18
18 Stanley 4 smooth plane marked made in USA in bed. SW cutter
and lever cap. Clean sides and sole. Rosewood knob and handle
cracked. Well over 90% japanning intact. Bargain, just add wood!
G $ 15-30

19

19 Stanley 6C jack plane with corrugated sole, SW vintage, Pat
1910 in bed. 90% japanning intact, good rosewood, SW cutter,
correct SW lever cap. G+ 60-120

20 Stanley 70 box scraper with notched logo on cutter. G+ $
20-40

21 Stanley 282 scraper. Cutter is damaged, rest ok. Fr $ 1020
22 scraper with wooden top handle, no marking. Fr $ 15-30

23 Stanley 82 cabinet scraper. Dirty but complete, should
clean up well. Notched logo Stanley cutter included (not
pictured) G $ 30-60

24

17 Stanley 193 fibre board plane.
Cutters are not original and need
adjusting. Both lever cap screws are
replacements – maybe a bit short.
Glued crack in handle, most of the
japanning is intact. Perfect for parts
or display. G $ 30-70

25

27 Stanley 81 cabinet scraper. Clean tool
but not much plating intact. Hanging hole in
one handle. Rosewood sole is ok. G- $30-60

29
29 Stanley 248 weather-strip plough
plane with one cutter. Both sets of
rods, over 90% japanning intact.
Hanging hole in front. G $ 30-60

30

22

21

20

23

24 Craftsman adjustable block plane. Little used. G+ $ 20-40

25 Low angle block plane, possibly Sargent, same as Stanley
60 ½. Blue cap, red adjuster, Stanley cutter. Sole and mouth
are good. G $ 20-40
26 Stanley 9 ½ adjustable block plane, black finish, model
number on side. Notched logo cutter. F A$ 20-40

26
27

28 Stanley 13 circular plane with good,
clean sole and tight mouth. Not much
japanning left. J logo cutter with owner’s
marks. G $ 50-100

30 30 inch Stanley level with a pair of No
138 SW universal brass level sights. Nicks
around edges, plumb vial is a later
replacement with US one-cent coins as
covers. Wire crosshair needs replacing. G $
25-50

28

31
31 Stanley 148 7/8 match plane
(tongue and groove) plane. About
80% plating is intact but needs
cleaning. The tip of the cutter
clamp facing you is broken off but
still works ok. Both cutters are
present. Fr $ 30-60

3
33
32
Stanley clapboard
marker and gauges. Partially
cleaned, some rust and some
pitting. I don’t think I ever
found one in an Australian
tool box but if you collect
Stanley tools I guess you
need a set. G- $ 20-40

34

33 Stanley 100 squirrel-tail block plane
in excellent condition. Probably repainted but it’s a close to perfect job. Faint
marks on cutter. G+ $ 30-60

35
35 Lot of 10 old collectable European fishing lures -all
named . l/r: Swiss Swing 4; ABU Sweden, Mepps Black
Fury2 France ; Rublex 2 France, Mepps 1 France, Mepps
Aglia France; Swiss Swing 4; South Bend; Abu Sweden;
Little George (painted lead) G $ 15-25

36

36 Custom made 22” beech jointer plane with an early
Sorby ‘hanging sheep’ cutter. Minor small blemishes in
wood from use and age. A well made plane with nicely
grained wood. G+ $ 30-60

37
37 R. Hoe & Co, New York N.Y.
printer’s block shoot plane, steel
encased on three sides with a
wooden handle and a ¾” slightly
skewed cutter. Plane measures
approximately 9” x 3”. It would
have been used to even out the
sides of old wooden printer’s
blocks. Some old (cleaned)
pitting marks. G $ 50-100

40

40 My very first Danish plane and
it’s a Queen: Beech with boxwood
screw stems and rosewood nuts.
Looks virtually unused. Maker’s
mark on top JPBO Johan P.
Bendixen, Odense. Berg Shark
brand cutter. F $ 60-120

34 Stanley 100 ½ block plane
with round sole. Stanley notched
logo cutter, number embossed on
handle. About half japanning left,
some pitting marks on side and
sole. G $ 40-80

38
38 Small 8 ½” sash filletster plane with
boxwood screw–stems and rosewood
nuts. Beech body with steel sole and 1
¼” Berg Shark logo cutter. The maker’s
mark on the shoulder is CFJ in a shield –
definitely Scandinavian. most probably
Danish. Very attractive little plane. G+
$ 50-100

39
39 Coachmaker’s compassed beech plough
plane with wedge-stems. No maker’s
marks, I believe it is custom made. Front
stem has a bit missing from the end facing
you. Note that the fence is compassed as
well. 9” long. G $ 40-80

41

41 Spiers 13 ½” dovetailed steel panel plane with rosewood infill and handle. Front
bun shortened and there is a chip to the side of the handle spur. The plane is marked
Spiers on the brass lever cap. 2 ½” cutter is by Hearnshaw. Sides and sole lapped to
perfect condition, mouth is good and free of chips or cracks. A very good plane that
can be improved with little effort , all the hard work has been done. Put in a more
attractive cutter (– like the Norris parallel iron in this sale-) round-off the sides of the
front bun, polish the wood and you end up with a great worker or show piece. G/G+
$ 200-400

4

42

43

44

43
Stanley 140 rebate block plane.
Without doubt the best block plane in the
Stanley range. This one has no fence fences are often missing because a lot of
users don’t like them! Bed has most
japanning intact, no chips, cracks or pitting.
Some dirt and rust on the lever cap, VG
42 Stanley 50 UK small plough Stanley R&L cutter. G $ 30-60
plane, complete with all parts incl.
chip breaker, screw for small
cutters and cutter box with full set
of 17 cutters & instructions. Box is
rough, plane has a few minor
45
rust/pitting spots. G+ 60-100

46

44
Stanley 50 made in USA small
combination plane with a set of 16
cutters plus chip breaker and beading
stop. Lacks depth stop. Minor rust spots,
most nickel plating is intact. G $ 40-80

45 Stanley 66 hand beader with 5 new cutters and one
straight fence. Pat 86 on top of handle. Re-painted. Good
user quality tool. G $ 30-50

47

46 Stanley 78 rebate plane made in UK. Complete with
d/s and fence in original box. G+ $ 50-100

47
Sargent 1080 PB combination plane (same as
Stanley 45) with 22 cutters in canvas roll. I believe this is
a 1944 model – it was offered with 22 cutters only. Very
good condition with nice wood. Box ok. G+ $ 100-200
48 Stanley 72 chamfer
plane with Pat 85 on side, B
casting in base and on the
back of the lever cap.
The plane has not much
japanning left, the lever cap
had a paint touch-up.
Rosewood Stanley handle
fits perfectly but is from a
#3. Very good R&L logo
cutter. Overall a good
example. G $ 180-360

48

49
51

50

50 Stanley 5 ½ jack plane made in USA,
late SW model with orange frog and SW
cutter. Good rosewood, most japanning
intact. Some lapping- and pitting marks
on side facing you. G $ 45-90

49 Stanley 72 bullnose
attachment with extra star
screw. They never came with
the star screw, you had to use
the one from the regular front
piece. No chips or cracks, no
japanning. G $ 100-200

51 Stanley 90 made in
UK bullnose plane in
original box. A perfect
example with all the
plating intact and a full
cutter. Box G, plane F $
60-120

52

52 Stanley 7 jointer plane made in USA with some
issues: fly-speck chips on mouth and lever cap edge.
Handle is hard plastic, handle bolt is welded to the
base and SW cutter is low. On the plus side , you get
a nice bed with most japanning intact, the mouth
comes good with a few strokes of a file. To use or
dress up to display. Fr $ 40-80

5

53 Stanley Bedrock 604, Pat
1910 in bed, one-line Bedrock
lever cap, SW cutter and very
good rosewood with a partial
decal on the handle. 80+%
japanning intact. This plane
was sold to me as perfect but
on closer inspection I found a
couple of minor flaws: there is
a small sliver off the bottom
edge of the rosewood handle
towards the rear and there are
some very faint, minor
rust/cleaning marks on the
side. Overall still G+ $ 100-200

53

54

54
Sargent 81 side-rebate plane
with mahogany knob. Marked Sargent
No 81 VBM Pat 7-21-14 on back. The
front plate can be removed for stoprabbeting work. Most plating is intact.
Not a common plane at all. G $ 60-120

56

55

56
Stanley 5C jack plane with
corrugated sole. Made in Can, SW
cutter, keyhole lever cap, rosewood
handle with minor chip to spur. Half
the japanning is intact. Hanging hole
in heel. Strictly a user plane. Fr $ 2050

57

55 Stanley 77 rod and dowel turning machine in G+ condition. Comes with
the original 3/8" cutter in the machine plus extra cutters 5/16, 1/2, 5/8
and 3/4. They do not all come in the correct boxes. All are G+. The machine
will be shipped in a wooden box, probably custom made but with the
original Stanley label on the front. G+ 500 – 1,000

58

58 Stanley 83 cabinet
scraper, complete with
original roller and
cutter marked Stanley
in large letters. 90%
nickel plating intact,
good wood. G+ $ 60120

60

60 Pair of Stanley 98 & 99 side rebate planes,
complete with depth stops. Both cutters are marked
Made in USA in large letters. 90% nickel plating intact,
some minor surface rust. Will clean to G+ $ 100-200

57
Stanley 4, good user or collector
quality plane, made in USA, 90%
japanning, rosewood free of chips or
cracks, SW cutter, SW lever cap. Surface
rust only. G+ 25-50

59
61

59 Stanley 79
side
rebate
plane made in
USA, complete.
Still has a lot of
plating intact
but rust spots
need cleaning.
Fence
is
secured with
two of the later
type
slotted
screws. G $ 4080

61 This 6” block plane looks exactly like a Stanley Excelsior
plane (see lot 134) but it’s a B Plane, manufactured by the
Birmingham Plane Co in the 1890s. It’s generally assumed that
Bailey had a hand in the design – one of the reasons Stanley could
shut down the B Plane Co with patent litigations. Great condition
with original cutter marked B Plane. No other markings. G+ $ 4080

6

62

64 Lot of five palm
carvers by Millers
Falls. Four good, one
has some mild pitting.
Wooden box is rough
but comes with the
original lid. G- $ 20-40

64

63

63 Set of gauge blocks/slip gauges in
beautifully fitted mahogany case marked
The VanKeuren Co, Watertown, Mass.
Included is a sine bar with an owner’s
mark plus a booklet Carr Lane Multipliers and Trigonometry Tables. All G+
Box measures 10 ½” x 5 ½”. $ 50-100

68

65 J.W. Handley made in Australia
brass clinometer with Department
of Defence markings and dated
1941 . 10” long. G $ 40-80

67
Marked box with super fine jeweller’s/
watchmaker’s drill bits in about a dozen tiny
wooden containers plus two drills - I believe they
were driven with a small bow. Swiss made with
paperwork. G+ $ 25-50
68 DR Barton Rochester 3” slick with great old
wooden handle. Minor pitting spots, overall G+ $
70-140
69 Lot of 3 cranked patternmaker’s
gouges by Buck, sizes ½”, 1” & 1 ¼”. One
inch has weld repair to shank. G+ $ 40-90

70 Lot of four large size carving gouges,
From left: Addis & 3 Buck Bros ¾” 1”
7/8” & ½”. Minor rust on one, all G+ $
50-90

71

74

65

66 Lot of small carvers with red
stained wooden handles, marked
Japan. G+ $ 10-20

66

69

71 Folding 8” drawknife with
OVB mark of Hibbard Spencer
and Bartlett. Red handles with
slots for secure storage. Surface
rust should clean ok. G $ 30-60

62
This is a fantastic workbench
extension with 3 wooden clamp screws
and one spring loaded steel bench dog.
Pictured here from the under-side, it
looks just as good as the top. The two
brackets with the wooden screws on top
clamp onto any boring old work table.
Scandinavian origin with a lot of age and
well cleaned. 31” x 9 5/8” x 1 5/8” or
790mm x 243mm x 42mm. G $ 100-200

73 Scarce half size 4 ¾” beech
rebate plane by R. Livingston,
Glasgow 1873 -1903. Half inch
cutter. F $ 20-40
74 Close to perfect
Belknap
Bluegrass
jointer plane fence
with japanned top
and nickel plated
bottom. No markings.
F $ 50-100

72

73

75

67

70

72 Recent 8” drawknife with
sticker Dixie Industries, Forestry
Tools, Made in USA. G+ $ 20-40

75 Three long bladed (9” with shank)
mortice chisels 1/8” ¼ & ½” plus two
gouges ¼” and ½”, all US makers in G+
condition. $ 50-100

7
76

77

76 Millers Falls pat Feb 18, 1890 angular brace bit . Very good apart
from one pin missing at the adjuster bracket. G+ $ 30-60

78

78
Wheelwright’s traveller
marked Willey Russell Mfg Co,
Greenfield Mass around the rim.
Indicator intact, some rust and
minor pitting marks. G $ 40-90

80 Goodell-Pratt corner drill with rosewood
handles and double jaw alligator chuck. Top
handle is spring loaded and can be moved
into different positions. Small chip in the gear
housing, some rust. G $ 60-120

80

81

79

79 Kelly hatchet with
original hickory handle.
Very little used tool with
perfect markings. 12 ½”
long with a 3 ¼” cutting
edge. F $ 60-120

82

84

81
Adjustable Hollow Auger
with selector wheel by Stearns.
About ¾” of the original finish is
intact. Complete with depth stop.
The screws that hold the cutter
are fitting replacements. G $ 3070

85

85 Restored and cleaned Stanley 27
transitional jack plane G $ 30-70

88 Early Keen Kutter 9 ½ block
plane in as found condition. G $ 2040

88

77
Small coachmaker’s
brass T-rabbet plane with
squirrel-tail epoxy handle.
Few small chips on mouth.
Could look stunning with
a better wedge & wood
handle. Plane is 3 ¼” long
without handle. G $ 40-80

83

82 3” spoke pointer, no
maker’s marks. G $ 25-50
83 2” spoke pointer, no
maker’s marks. G $ 20-40

84 Interesting lot of vintage
brace bits including several
nut drivers, reamers, chuck
conversions etc. Some rust,
overall G $ 30-60

86
87

89
89 Stanley 81 cabinet scraper with rosewood sole.
Original V logo cutter. Most plating gone but overall a
very clean tool. G $ 40-80

86 Stanley 67 universal
spokeshave with
good
rosewood handles. Flat
sole. This is a model with
L&R thread handles. G+
$30-60
87 Stanley 60 doublesided spokeshave with two
good R&L logo cutters. Not
much japanning left. G $
20-40

90
90 5/16” cutter head
for Stanley 77 rod and
dowel turning machine.
G+ $ 50-90

8
91

93

92

91 Stanley G4 with corrugated
sole. OVB (Our Very Best) mark
on lever cap and blade. These
planes were made by Stanley for
the hardware company Hibbard
Spencer and Bartlett of Chicago.
Some dirt and surface rust but
overall good with good wood.
1920 patent in bed. G $ 80-150

92 Stanley 40 ½ scrub plane with
SW cutter. Very good wood, most
japanning is intact inside and out.
G+ $ 80-160

94

94 Stanley Bedrock 608C with
corrugated sole. Round sided
model with two-line Bedrock
lever cap and Pat 92 cutter.
Handle has a small sliver missing
from the top edge. Most
japanning is intact, sides and
sole are clean. A good looking
plane. G+ $ 150-300

95

95
Stanley 41 Miller’s Patent combination plane,
complete with filletster bed, wrap-around fence and
straight fence. The body is good, all the other parts have
weld repairs. If you invest a little bit of time and a lick of
paint you can make them virtually invisible, especially
the small fixes to the fences. Paint all parts black , when
dry sand the paint off the protruding decorations – as
easy as that. I have restored my share of these planes,
I’ll let you have all the fun. Fr/G $ 150-300

98

98 Early Stanley 41 fence with most
japanning intact and one fence screw.
The thread for the fence screws is
damaged on both sides. On the left it still
holds the screw, on the right it has been
enlarged and won’t take a Stanley thread
any more. Fr $ 25-50

93 Stanley 46 skewed plough plane with 7
cutters. Clean but not much plating left. Has a
fixed crack in the handle . Complete with
depth stop and slitter gauge. G $ 90-170

96 Stanley 57 core box
plane with one set of
extensions and original
turnbuckle. Good original
wood, cutter with J logo.
There are two fine hairline
cracks in the side of the
base. Most plating is intact,
the bed is very clean, the
sides have surface rust
inside and out. This is a
great display plane that
needs very little work to
shine. G- $ 150-300

99

97

96

97 Record 077 bullnose plane.
This is a bit of a dog with small
chips off both corners of the
mouth, an extra hole at the heel
and a brazed cutter. The early
clamp makes a good part and
fits the 077A as well. Pr $ 20-40
99 Stanley 12 ½ scraper
with great rosewood
handle and rosewood sole.
Cutter is a very good
replacement, identical to
Stanley. Well over 90%
japanning is intact. Only
apology is a small hanging
hole just in front of the
number 12 facing you. G $
70-140

9

100

101

100 Stanley 140 rabbet block plane without the fence.
Excellent condition, most plating and japanning is intact.
Little used R&L logo cutter. G+ $ 30-60

101 Early Stanley 18 block plane with Pat 96 knucklejoint lever cap. Bed re-painted, minor scratches on front
plate G $ 20-40
102 Stanley 18 block plane with knuckle-joint Pat 13

108 Stanley 8C jointer plane with
corrugated sole. Some pitting marks
on sole and a small chip missing from
the side at heel, other than that a very
good plane with good rosewood, a
good cutter with the 1901 large letter
Stanley logo on the blade and an
early Bailey patent back iron. Fr/G $
80-150

105

110

109

102

104

lever cap and little used SW cutter. Fly-speck dings on mouth,
less than 1mm. Fr $ 20-40

103 Stanley 60 ½ block plane with nickel plated lever cap for
parts. As found condition. Little used Stanley cutter. 2mm chip
on mouth. Fr $ 20-40

104 Stanley 130 made in USA double sided rebate plane .
Minor rust spots, most japanning intact. Notched logo cutter.
G+ $ 20-40

107

106

103

105 Interesting Ohio Tool Co 69 3/4 block
plane with swivel frog and lever to adjust the
depth of the blade. Would have had a tail like
Stanley 9 ¾. Original blade, most japanning
intact. G $ 30-60
106 Stanley 60 ½ low angle block plane, some
loss of japanning, clean mouth. G $ 30-50
107 Stanley 80 cabinet scraper with V logo on
strap. No markings on cutter. Most japanning
intact. Good working tool. G+ $ 20-40

108

109 Stanley 23 transitional smooth plane. Pre-lateral model with
eagle trademark on toe. Original J logo cutter. This plane has done
its fair share of work, front is worn down, cracked and bruised on
the side. Fr $ 40-80
110 Stanley 35 smooth plane. Good wood, Pat 92 cutter. Minor
paint marks. G $ 50-90

111 Stanley 51 spokeshave with round sole. This is a customrounded model, not the rare 51R. US made, Stanley SW logo on
cutter. G $ 15-25

112 Stanley 67 universal spokeshave with good SW cutter and
good round sole. This is an early model with interchangeable
rosewood handles. Both ferrules are split and there is a braze
repair to the side of the body. Still works ok Fr $ 20-40
113 Stanley 75 bullnose plane made in USA with V logo cutter.
Most japanning intact. G $ 20-40

114 Stanley 18 cast iron T-bevel with blued 10” steel blade.
Minor surface rust on stock, blade VG. G $ 15-25

111

113

112
114

10

115 Preston 10” iron spokeshave with
a 2” Preston cutter (5/16” left under the
slot) Nickel plated model, some dirt
and a lot of patina, would shine up a
treat if so desired. G $ 40-80

115
116 2” gouge by Groves &
Sons. 4” useable steel left to
shaft. Nice handle too small
for such a big tool. G $ 15-30

116

117 3 bevel-edge chisels.
5/8” Berg Shark brand; ½”
Buck Bros; ¼” Witherby. All
G+ $ 20-40

120

119

117
118

118 Hollowback 9” drawknife
marked ALBION. Steel is VG with
minor harmless age spots. Pic
can’t to it justice. G $ 20-40

119 7 ¾” drawknife by W. Gilpin with good large maker’s mark and
crossed axe logo. Blade looks wire-brush cleaned. Both handles have
splits. Early collector tool, ok worker. G- $ 20-40

120 Complete boxed Record 735 fibreboard plane, used to bevel, slit and
groove softboard and bevel hardboard. Complete with two boxes of spare
cutters & instructions. Box Fr, plane and parts F $50-100

121

122

121 Plumb crate hatchet with good
large Plumb logo. Hickory handle is ok
but needs to be wedged properly. G- $
20-40

123 Record 10 ½ rebate plane. Blade
has a lot of use left. Clean sides and
sole, free of chips or cracks. A lot of
the original blue finish is intact. G+ $
50-100

124

124 Early 1840s broad axe head with
a 11 ½” cutting edge by William H.
Weed (mark faint but legible) Rust and
pitting marks front and back. Good
display piece from an early and not at
all common maker. Fr $ 50-100

126

126 Fine Elgin improved wrench with
Pat 97 on handle plus additional 1906
& 1913 patents on side. F $ 25-50

123

122 Kelly hatchet made
in Canada. Handle a bit
rough and needs to be
wedged properly. Fr/G
$ 20-40

125

125 Ivory rule with German silver
fittings, one foot four-fold. Dark with
age, outside has lost markings, inside
ok. Few minor age cracks in ivory,
overall intact and sound. Marked 88
inside, could be Stanley. Fr $ 40-80

127

127 Stanley 136 ½ boxwood
rule with brass calliper. This is a pretty
scarce 6” long version of much more
common 136. In as found condition with
crisp edges and nice patina on brass.
Other side with inch scale . G+ $ 25-50

128

128 Goodall Gage style # 4 size
smooth plane. Samuel Goodall was a
hardware
dealer
who
started
manufacturing Stanley style planes in
the 1890s after some of the Stanley
patents expired. And predictably, it
didn’t last long. Stanley- true to their
form of killing off any competitionbought his plane manufacturing
business and that was the end of the
line. Scarce G $ 50-100

11
12

129

130

129 Stanley 4 trammel points in original box with instructions. G+ $ 30-60

130 Stanley 1 Odd Jobs, complete with original marked rule, scribe etc. Minor
discolouration in wood, plating is mostly intact but dirty. Vial is good. Will clean to
G+ $ 100-200

131

132

131
Stanley 8C jointer plane, rosewood handle and
knob, Pat 1910 in bed. Most japanning intact, SW cutter
has about 30mm left under the slot. Rosewood handle is a
later type replacement in VG condition, free of chips or
cracks. G $ 100-200

134

134 Early Stanley 9 ½ block plane.
This model clearly has an Excelsior
body with the finger grip. S cast in
body, all the relevant patents on the
adjusters. Scarce. G 50-100

136

133

132 Stanley 113 compass plane in as found condition.
Approximately 80% of the original finish is intact. Cutter with
Pat 92 logo. Will clean to G+ $ 70-120
133 Stanley 103 small block plane, later model with notched
logo on cutter. Most japanning intact. G+ $ 15-30

135 Stanley 85 cabinet
makers scraper plane
with tilting rosewood
handle and knob. Well
over 95% japanning is
intact. Owner’s mark on
handle. Cutter looks
original but is not
marked. Pat 05 behind
frog, No 85 Staley Pat
applied for behind the
front knob. G+ $ 350700

135
135

136 Scarce Stanley No 3 one foot four-fold boxwood rule with brass calliper.
Fine inside and out, pins intact. (1907-1917) F $ 60-120
137 Stanley 64 one foot four-fold boxwood rule. All pins intact. G+ 30-60

137

138

138 Fine Stanley 65 one foot four-fold boxwood rule. All pins intact. F $ 50-100

139

139 Stanley 9 ¾ type 1 block plane with
correct early split handle, rosewood ball and
flat lever cap. Bailey Pat 1858 cutter is well
used and has some cleaned pitting marks.
The adjustable mouth is secured with a
simple screw, all correct for this type.
Nothing missing, no chips or cracks. It looks
like the front has had a light paint touch-up.
This model is scarce. G $ 180-350

12

140

141

141 Stanley 36 transitional smooth
plane. Good wood, good J logo cutter,
handle free of chips or cracks. 3 Patents
on lateral adjuster. Frame re-painted.
G+ $ 50-100

140 Ward Master 45 combination
plane made by Stanley. Complete
with all cutters and attachments .
G+ $ 60-120

142

142
GTL brass smooth plane with
Norris look-alike adjuster. Made by
Guaranteed Tools Limited in London
around 1930. Not exactly a quality tool
but must have sold ok because it shows
up quite regularly. G $30-60

145

143

144

143 Union 35 transitional
smooth plane with original
cutter. Identical to Stanley.
Few scratches on sole
otherwise a good, well
cleaned plane. G $ 40-80

144 Stanley 610 pistol grip hand drill with SW logo on
crank. Tiny fix to the drive gear, hard to spot. Presents
well but it is a re-painted tool. G- $ 60-120

146

145 Pre-lateral Stanley 35
transitional smooth plane
with eagle trademark on toe.
Correct J logo cutter. No chips
or cracks, a very collectable
tool with good patina and
most of the original finish
intact. G+ 60-130

146 Scarce Stanley 78 ½ fully brass bound fourfold 2 feet boxwood rule with SW logo. Excellent
condition inside and out. G+ $ 60-120

147

147 Stanley Gage 3 smooth plane with Stanley
patents on middle strap. Most of the japanning is
intact, clean bed inside and out. G+ $ 70-140

148 Very collectable Stanley 37 “Jenny” jack plane.
Original J logo cutter low, minor discolouration to
wood and minor scratches to sole. Maker’s mark on
toe is faint. G $ 80-170

149

149 Chaplins Improved Patent 1203
(Stanley 3C size) smooth plane with
corrugated sole. Checkered hard rubber
handle is as good as new, well over 90%
of the original finish in the bed is intact.
Cutter marked Chaplins Improved Patent,
also several patent marks on the l/h side .
This is a very collectable
plane in exceptional
condition. F 100-200

150 Pre-lateral Stanley 3 smooth plane type 2 with solid brass adjuster
nut with the early Bailey patens. Pat 1867 cutter and correct pat 67 back
iron; correct flat-back lever cap; beaded front knob and early rosewood
handle. There is one neat owner’s mark on the neck of the lever cap as
well as along the base of the l/h side. Approximately 90% japanning is
intact. Some Minor rust spots one side and sole. G+ 100-200

148

150
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151

151 Union transitional 8” smooth
plane with early lever-type depth
adjuster. Lever cap lost all japanning,
rest good. Original early cutter with
1903 patent. Some discolouration to
side and sole. G $ 50-100

155

153 Sargent 3415 transitional
jack plane. Good plane but on the
over-cleaned side of restoring –
could do with some oil or wax.
No cracks , some scratches on
sole. 15” long. G- $ 40-80

156
156 Stanley 3 smooth plane, two
1902 patents in bed. There is a tight
fixed crack in the handle, the cutter is
later and English. Most japanning
intact; some paint splatters. G $ 30-60

153

154 Sargent 407 (No 2 size)
plane. VBM lever cap, Stanley
2SW cutter, mahogany handle
and knob with crack in handle.
Around 80% japanning intact,
minor storage rust on side and
sole. G $ 60-120

155
Sargent 408 smooth
plane, 8” long i.e. between size
3&4. Later model with one line
Sargent
lever
cap
and
varnished hardwood. F $ 20-40

154

159 Custom made 17” steel
infill plane with a good 2 ½”
Sorby parallel cutter. Closed
handle and infill looks like
mahogany with traces of an
old finish. There is one 2”
crack running along the top
screw on the off-side. The
sole has quite a lot of pitting
marks (cleaned).
The
mouth is ok – I guess the
plane will make a good user
and it certainly looks ok in a
display. Fr $ 80-160

152 Scarce Stanley 83C four-fold
two feet boxwood rule with
brass calliper. SW logo. G+ $ 4080

152

157
157
Stanley 18 knuckle-joint
block plane with early cutter and
Pat 97 in bed. Lever cap with one
line Stanley logo. Most japanning
intact. G 25-50

159

155A

155A Record 4 ½ smooth plane, unused with
decal on handle. Close to perfect apart from
some very minor storage rust. Comes in
original box with paperwork. F $ 40-80

158

158 Adjustable block plane similar to
Stanley 220 with VanCamp Hardware
Co cutter. Lever cap could be Stanley,
depth adjuster looks like Union. Like
all 220 type planes, easy to adjust,
great to use. G $ 15-30
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There is a huge demand for Stanley plane parts and quite a few merchants have tapped into this market,
charging extraordinary amounts of money for pretty common stuff. Apart from the parts listed here I also include a
number of rougher tools in my sales – perfect sources for those missing parts. Put in a bid and see how you go... if you
miss out there is always the next sale... I do not sell any parts that are not listed here but you can put in a request and I
might be able to include them in a future sale.

160

160 Stanley 1 lever cap,
SW vintage, free of chips or
cracks. G+ $ 70-120

164

164 Stanley SW vintage
lever cap for 4 ½,5 ½,6,7 in
as found condition. G+ S 1525

161 Stanley 2 lever cap with
orange
background,
SW
vintage. Free of chips or
cracks. G+ 40-80

165

165 Stanley SW vintage
knuckle-joint lever cap.
Some loss of plating. G $
10-25

169

175

170

169 Stanley combo plane
cam rest. G+ $ 15-25
170 V cutter and ½” cutter
for Stanley 71 router. G+ $
20-30
171 Later style replacement
rosewood handle for Stanley
3 or 4. G+ $ 20-40

171

175 Stanley 113
ornate
adjuster
knob, early type. G
$10-20

176

176 Stanley 113 handle
with two screws. Most
japanning gone. G $2540

180
180 Lot of five cutters for
Stanley 66 beader. 4 are
Stanley, one
is custom
made. The router cutter is
marked Stanley. G $ 25-50

162

161

162 Stanley 3 (or 5 ¼)
lever cap, SW vintage, no
chips or cracks. G+ $ 1020

166

163 Stanley 4 or 5 lever cap,
SW vintage, no chips or
cracks. G+ $ 10-20

167

168

166 Stanley block plane lever cap to fit most adjustable models
incl. 9 ½ , 220 etc. Some loss of japanning. G $ 10-20
167 Similar but earlier lot with Pat 97 embossed. G $ 10-20
168 Similar lot for early models with clamping lever at back. This
one has lost most of its finish. G- $ 10-20

174

173

172

172 Auxi tower minus shoe for Stanley 55.
Not much plating left, no chips or cracks. G $
30-60
173 Replacement handle and knob for
Stanley 2. Handle is rosewood, knob stained
hardwood. G+ $ 30-60

177

177
correct 113
back iron & low Pat
92 cutter. G $ 10-20

181

181
Depth stop for
Stanley 98 or 99 side
rebate plane, complete
with correct screw. G
$ 20-40

163

182

178

178 Original Stanley 113
lever cap (longer than 3)
Marked S and 113 on
back. G $ 15-30

182
Blade clamp/chip breaker
for Stanley 90 bullnose or Stanley
93 rebate plane, free of chips or
cracks. G+ $ 20-40

174 Stanley 62 low
angle plane lever
cap . G+ $ 30-60

179

179
Excellent early
Stanley
rosewood
handle for large size
planes. With hardware.
G+ $ 25-50

183

183 Cutter for Stanley 75
Notched logo, made in USA
G $ 10-20
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184

184 Very little used Mathieson 1 1/4"
cutter for steel shoulder/rebate plans G+
20-40

187

187 Little used Mathieson 2 1/4" parallel
cutter, almost full length G+ $ 25-50

190

185 Very little used Mathieson 2 1/2"
tapered cutter G+ 20-30

188

188 Body Stanley 10 made in USA, no
patent date. Around 60% japanning
intact, no chips or cracks, surface rust
only. G $30-60

191

191 Fence with screw for
Stanley 71 router. G+ $ 15-30

194 Stanley 8 lever cap for
early models. Clean, free of
chips or cracks. G+ $ 25-40

197

196 Identification and Value
Guide for Sargent planes by
David Heckel, signed copy.
104 pages, A4 size. G+ $ 2040

186 2" Toothing cutter with good
length serrated edge for veneering
work. Maker is Buck Bros. G 10-20

189
189 Fence for early Stanley 45
plough plane with slotted brass
screws. G+ $ 20-40

192 Fine, unused late model Norris 2 1/2" parallel iron
with the Sorby stamp on the back –still in the original
grease paper F $ 50-100

194

193
Fence with rod and
correct thumb screw for
Stanley 78 rebate plane. G $ 1530

196

186

192

190
Number 8 size
2
5/8”cutter to fit Stanley and
other brands, made by Union.
This cutter is about 50%
thicker than the equivalent
Stanley part. Best & most
economical replacement I
know of. G $ 20-40

193

185

197 Vintage Woodworking
Machinery, an illustrated
guide. Unused. 138 pages,
softcover, A4 size. G+ $10-20

198

195
195 very little used Stanley 8 cutter and back iron
with Pat 92 logo. Surface rust only, this one will
clean to G+ $ 25-40

199

200

198 Millers Falls original 1949 tool catalogue. Back cover
missing, otherwise G . 176 pages. $ 15-30
199 Stanley Combination planes, complete guide with reprints of patents & instructions for most Stanley combo
planes. 78 pages. G+ 10-20

200 Starrett 1963 original catalogue, 460 pages plus another
Starrett booklet G+ $10-20

201 A Price Guide to Antique Tools by Herbert P. Kean,
softcover, 153 pages; 180x250mm. F $ 10-20

201

202

202 Tools – A Guide for Collectors by Jane & Mark Rees,
softcover 253 pages, A4 format. G+ 25-50
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203
203
The American
Patented Brace 18291924. A4 size, softcover;
185 pages G+ $15-30

207

204

204 Source Book for Rule
Collectors by Philip E.
Stanley. A4 size, softcover,
286 pages. G $ 25-50

207 Murlands Antique Tool Value Guide,
softcover, 232 pages 150mmx220mm. G+
$20-40

205 Stanley Folding
Rules
by
Alvin
Sellens. Hardcover,
166 pages. G $ 30-50

215

210 Millers Falls 1887 catalogue re-print, softcover, 65 pages. G $ 10-20

211 Restoring Antique tools by Herbert P. Kean. Softcover, 114 pages,
150mmx220mm. G $ 15-30

214

213 H. Browining, Rowe Mass 185055 beech plough plane with boxwood
stems. Virtually no stem damage. G $
60-120

217
215 Ebony and brass mortice gauge
with square stem and brass-lined fence.
Maker Frost, Norwich. G+ $ 40-80

216

211

210

213

212 Mathieson 9B beech plough plane
with closed handle and boxwood stems
and nuts. One of the inner nuts is
cracked (fixed) otherwise G+ $ 100200

206 Re-print of the 1892
Rabone catalogue. Even the reprint is now rare. Covered with
clear contact paper. Softcover,
A4 size G $ 30-60

209 Collecting Antique Tools by Kean & Pollak, A4, softcover, 200 pages.
G+ $ 20-40

208 Antique Trader Tools Price Guide by
Clarence Blanchard, softcover 303 pages. G+ $
20-40

212

205

209

208

206

216 Rosewood slitting gauge by Thos.
Firth & Co. Stem is good, fence has some
serious bruising on the sides. Fr $ 20-40
217 Ebony and brass mortice gauge
with round brass stem. No maker’s mark.
G+$ 30-60

214 Ohio Tool Co No 101 beech plough
plane with boxwood stems and nuts.
Ohio Tool Co cutter. No stem damage.
Wedge is a custom made replacement.
G+ $ 60-120

218

218 AC Bartlett’s Ohio Planes mark
on this beech plough plane No 119.
Manufactured by the Sandusky Tool
Co for Hibbard, Spencer,Bartlett &
Co 1890-1920. G $ 60-120

219
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219 E.A Stearns & Co No 54B one
foot four-fold ivory rule with
German silver fittings and calliper.
One tiny sliver missing from edge of
calliper slide and one crack in one
inside section. G+ $ 120-250
221 Rabone No 1214 threefold one foot ironmongers
boxwood
rule
with
calculating tables one side
and imperial scale to one
foot on the other. Brassbound edges and calliper
slide. Very rare. G+ 100-200

221

223

220

220 Stephens No 36 one foot two-fold boxwood rule
with level, clino and steel slide. Pat Jan 12, 1858 on
side. Fully brass bound, level vial is intact. Excellent
condition all-round. G+ $ 60-120
222 Lufkin 836L four-fold two feet boxwood rule
with clino and level. F $ 35-70

222

223 Four-fold two feet ivory rule with German silver fittings. Architect’s
scales inside. No maker’s marks. Yellowing outside, very nice patina
inside. Some wear but overall G $ 80-150

224
224 Stanley No 87 four-fold two feet ivory rule
with German silver fittings. Some yellowing and
moderate wear inside and out. No chips or cracks.
G $ 70-140

225
226

225 Aston & Mander, London 6” boxwood
folding square with brass arch and brass
ends. G+ $ 30-60
226 Very rare early Rabone two-fold one
foot boxwood rule with brass arch, brass
slide and scalloped calliper.
Marked
J.Rabone & Sons, Birmingham G+ 40-80
227 Rabone 1465 four inch boxwood rule
with large brass calliper. G+ $ 20-40

228 H. Howell & Co, Stick Manufacturer,
London is the maker of this four inch
boxwood rule with scalloped brass calliper
G+ $ 20-40

227 229 J. Rabone and Sons, Makers. Rare
228
229

three inch boxwood calliper rule No 1461,
sold as button gauge, in fine condition. F $
30-60
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230
231 Chapin Stephens Co No 65 ½
four-fold one foot boxwood rule,
fully brass bound F $ 40-80

231

233

235

233 A blank (unfinished) four-fold two feet boxwood
rule with brass-bound edges. G $ 20-40

234 Standard Rule Co four-fold two feet boxwood rule
with brass edges. G+ $ 20-40
235 Six inch boxwood draughtsman’s rule. No maker’s
mark. G+ $ 5-10

239

232

232 Chapin Stephens No 53 ½
architect’s boxwood rule with
bevelled edge inside. Four-fold,
two feet with brass ends. F $ 40-80

234

236

230
A. Mathieson & Sons
four-fold three feet boxwood
rule with metric & imperial
scale, complete with pins in
unused condition. Rare. F $
30-70

237

238

236 J. Woodrow & Sons, London 5 inch hatter’s rule,
boxwood with brass slide and scales Head/Hat on back.
Scarce. G 30-60

237 Rabone boxwood rope gauge with maker’s mark on side
plus Melbourne dealer’s mark on brass calliper. F $ 30-60
238 Stephens & Co No 96 3 inch cased leg boxwood calliper
rule. Rare $ 50-100

240
239 Lot of 3 different printer’s typeset rules , brass and steel with maker’s marks. G
$ 10-20
240 Rabone 1185 four-fold four feet boxwood rule in ok condition. G- $ 15-30

240A An assorted lot of 5 boxwood rules from G- to G, Rabone, Stanley etc. $ 20-30

240A
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241 Stanley 11 belt
maker’s scraper. The
body of this scraper is
“grey-finished” i.e. it
has been cleaned
back to the cast iron.
All the rest, including
the V logo cutter is
very good. Needs a
coat of black paint
inside and out to
make it at least G $
70-150

241
243 Stearns Pat 1900
spokeshave
with
adjustable mouth and
flexible sole plate for
convex & concave work.
Lost the japanning from
the
handles,
some
pitting to back iron and
sole. Fr $ 40-80

245

243

246

245 Stanley 3 CAN smooth plane with
notched US logo cutter; hardwood
handle & knob with dark finish. Some
paint splatters, some rust on blade. Fr
$ 20-40
246
Stanley 3 USA smooth plane,
most of the original finish intact:
hardwood with dark finish. G+ $ 25-50

247 Stanley 220 block plane with
large ornate adjuster screw, SW cutter
and rosewood knob. Surface rust, will
clean to at least G $ 20-40

251

251 Cooper’s adze with what looks like the
original handle. Minor rust, no pitting and
crisp edges. There is one small chip in the
cutting edge and a couple more small chips
on the edge of the hammer part. There are
markings on the side. Fr/G $ 40-80

242

242
Stanley 5 ¼ junior jack plane. Later
model with VG rosewood handle and knob,
notched Stanley logo cutter and kidney shaped
hole in the lever cap. Most japanning is intact
apart from a bald spot on the toe. G $ 60-120

244 Stanley 55 combination plane with all
attachments and 54 cutters. Only thing missing
is the slitter. A lot of the nickel plating is intact,
just needs cleaning. Good rosewood, all parts
free of chips or cracks. 4 cutter boxes are
rough and lack lids. G $ 170-350

244

247

248

249

248 Stanley 40 scrub plane. Lever cap from
a 78 seems to work ok. Non-Stanley cutter
and adapted rosewood handle. Fr $ 30-60

249 Complete frog/yoke assembly for
Stanley 131 block plane. No chips or cracks.
G+ $ 40-80

250

250 Stanley 48 T&G plane. Most plating
intact but needs cleaning. One cutter is a
replacement. G $ 50-100

252

252

252 This is a most unusual 9” lead hammer mould marked Cook's Hammer
Service E. Providence R.I . It incorporates a ladle. There is hole to directly pour
the lead into the mould, the ladle would have been used to melt and pour
excess for any other purpose. The Cook hammer company is still in business
and produces quality lead hammers. This great gadget was made in the
1930s. Surface rust and dirt but overall G. Rare. $ 70-150

254

253

254 Two (out of 6) ½” Buck #8
firmer gouges in original box . G+ $
255
20-40
253
Early fish/eel gleave 5
255 Lot of 4 small oil tins (the one on
inches wide, 11” long. Fr $ 30-60
the left is plastic), different variations of
3 in 1 oils. All with good graphics for
display. G $ 20-40

257

257 Plumb Boy Scouts hatched with original
marked hickory handle and leather sheath. Chip out
of the handle grip. The leather sheath is a bit rough.
Good maker’s mark and Boy Scout emblem. G 50100

259

260
Logging gear
including two wedges
with maker’s marks, two
rafting dogs and a short
handled pike. Some rust
and pitting Fr $ 40-80

261
261 Pearson’s nailer Pat 1902 &
1908 embossed in handle. Used for 1
inch roofing nails. The nails are placed
in the hopper and gravity-feed down a
chute to a spring-loaded plunger. A
roofer would have used this early
“nail-gun” to quickly set a row of nails
by hitting the plunger with a hammer.
This would then be followed by a
second run to sink the nails in the
wood. Not really a nail gun, rather a
nail dispenser for a trade where you
don’t want to fiddle with a nail bag 30
feet off the ground. G $ 50-100

xxx

258

256 American blow torch
with maker’s sticker Wall
Superior. Complete, free of
dents. G $ 40-80

258 Ornate 9” x 1” x 1” rosewood level with thick brass top plate,
brass feet and ornate port cover. In excellent condition with crisp
edges and free of chips or cracks. No maker’s mark. G+ $ 40-80

259 Rusby drill in good working order but lacks the lower handle (I’ll
include one that fits from another drill) Hairline crack in top handle,
crank handle is soldered in a fixed position, originally it could be
moved. This drill has a long shaft that serves as a chuck extension.
You simply press the release button near the lower gear and the shaft
extends all the way out, giving you double the reach. G $ 60-120

260

262 This is a truly elegant,
gracefully formed lipped adze
that was not used by a
shipwright. Markings on the
side Campbells XXX and NPRR
for Northern Pacific Railroad 5
½” cutting edge. A gem. G+ $
60-120

263

264

256

262

263 L. & I. J. White Co.
Buffalo 19th c. boxwood
plough plane with bone tips
to stem-ends. (one is a very
good replacement)
Beautifully grained wood.
Some minor dirt and paint
marks and some damage to
the stem-thread nearest to
the fence. A scarce plane
that presents extremely
well. G+ $ 250-500

264
Yankee screwdriver & drill lot including a 31A
screwdriver with four bits (one Phillips); a Yankee 41 with
full complement of 10 bits in handle plus four spares and a
wooden container full of Yankee 30 screwdriver conversion
chuck/drill bits. All G/G+ $ 30-60

Selling your tools: If you want to include some or all of your tools in my sales please contact me now.
The next sales are planned for September and December

